
IN THIS ISSUE…
In this month's issue of the MAN A-CDM newsletter, we will look 

at the role of Ground Handlers in the A-CDM process. You will 

see some of the new terminology and processes related to the 

turnaround and get first-hand experiences from one of our 

partners who has experienced operating in an A-CDM world 

at other airports.

"But I'm not a Ground Handler!“... Don't worry. Just keep an eye 

on future editions of the newsletter, as each month we will be 

shining a spotlight on each of the different business areas 

involved in A-CDM.
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DATES TO 

REMEMBER:

2nd April 2019 - We are 

happy to confirm the date 

for the A-CDM Roadshow. 

Come and see us at 

Olympic House for a 

preview of what you can 

expect when A-CDM finally 

arrives.

There will also be some cool 

freebies, so make sure you 

drop by!

Can't make it? 

Let us know by emailing  

acdm@manairport.co.uk 

and we will arrange follow-

up sessions.

TOBT EXPLAINED
The Target Off-Block Time (TOBT) is the time that an Aircraft 

Operator or Ground is targeting for the aircraft to be fully 

ready, all doors closed, boarding bridge removed, push-back 

vehicle available and ready to start up / push back 

immediately upon reception of clearance from Air Traffic 

Control (ATC).



Thanks to L-CDM at Manchester, you may already be familiar 

with the TOBT acronym. What you might not realise is just how 

central to the A-CDM process this one timestamp is. That's 

because it is key to calculating the most efficient sequence of 

aircraft start-up, push-back and taxi to the runway, taking into 

account any local capacity and flow constraints at 

Manchester.

In addition, TOBT is used to provide Eurocontrol with Departure 

Planning Information (DPI) messages, which are used by the 

network to more accurately predict and manage the 

airspace capacity across Europe.

The importance of TOBT means that there are requirements 

around the timeliness and accuracy of the data. In a nutshell, 

the time should be a realistic target, rather than a hopeful 

estimate of when the turnaround activities will be completed. 

This is key to maintaining a stable pre-departure sequence. 

Any change to the ground operation, which impacts the TOBT  

should result in an update of the TOBT as soon as the change is 

known. This is to inform other partners and help them to adjust 

their own activities accordingly.

Management of the TOBT is the most significant change that 

Ground Handlers will see when we move to A-CDM processes.

A VIEW FROM…
You’ve now read a little bit about what A-CDM will mean to  

Ground Handlers. However, nothing beats a real world point of 

view! 

Fortunately, one of our partners has experience in working at 

other airports who have already made the switch to A-CDM. 

We managed to get some of their time and asked them to 

share their views and learnings from first switching to and then 

working in an A-CDM world. 

Dnata have experience of A-CDM at London Heathrow as 

well as adopting the A-CDM “best practice” working 

procedures at Dubai…

“What we quickly established was that this was at heart a 

people and procedure change programme, and that the

DID YOU 

KNOW?

London Heathrow 

implemented A-CDM in 

2013 and they have seen 

some impressive results. For 

instance:

The proportion of flights 

calling "ready" within 5 

minutes of the TOBT has 
increased from 25% to 90%

Take-off time accuracy has 

improved from an average 

of 8.7 minutes to 30 seconds 
per flight



GET IN TOUCH: acdm@manairport.co.uk

operational teams should focus on driving compliance to A-

CDM procedures and not focus on the technical side.

The main challenges revolved around the role of the 

turnaround co-ordinators and increasing the operational 

awareness and consistency between them all. The pre-

empting of turnarounds and managing 3rd parties was crucial 

in reducing numerous TOBT updates as well as interacting with 

cockpit crews from varying cultures, different languages and 

those with no understanding of the A-CDM process. 

The introduction of A-CDM technology and mobile access at 

these airports has given both the turnaround co-ordinators 

and operation departments transparency on the status of 

flight activities which has in turn tightened up the operation, 

significantly improving the accuracy of the “off-blocks” and 

the pilot call for start. 

On the day, if we share pertinent operational issues such as 

resource levels, facility constraints, GSE issues, and overall 

airport passenger numbers, we can make more educated 

decisions”

JARGON

BUSTER

TOBT: Target Off-Block Time

TTOT: Target Take-Off Time

DPI: Departure Planning 
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USEFUL LINKS

Want to know more about 

A-CDM? Eurocontrol have 

created a short, interactive 

E-learning module. Just 

head to 
https://tinyurl.com/acdm-intro

You can now view previous 

editions of the A-CDM 

newsletter on the 

Manchester airport 

website:
www.manchesterairport.co.uk
/aviation-professionals/airport-
collaborative-decision-
making/


